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Fully managed geo-distributed cloud storage that’s hyper-resilient, sovereign, and 100% S3 compatible — with no extra cost for redundancy.


[image: ]DS3 ComposerNEW
Be your own cloud provider in minutes. DS3 Composer lets you build your own geo-distributed cloud storage: hyper-resilient, sovereign, 100% S3 compatible.
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Solutions

[image: ]Industries
Public sectorManufacturingMedia & EntertainmentHealthcare

[image: ]Use cases
BackupRansomwareArchivingApplicationsDiscover all integrations

[image: ]Technology
Object storageGeo-fencingTechnologySustainability




DocsResources

[image: ]Resources
WebinarDemoGuides and PapersCustomer StoriesBlog

[image: ]Help centerLearn how to use Cubbit, solve any doubts you may have, and get answers from real people.


[image: ]CareersWe're seeking talented people to add to our team. Are you interested? Check out our positions and apply.
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Make your data ESG-friendly
Cubbit owns no data center: therefore, you can save 25 tons of CO2 per PB stored each year.

[image: ]-25 tons of CO2 per year
Cubbit is a greener data storage solution because of three main factors:
	Cubbit makes use of low energy-consumption devices to store your data.
	Cubbit does not own any data center to power and cool down.
	Cubbit can optimize the geographical location of distributed files so that stored shards are close to the owner.

These three factors combined reduce your energy consumption by 25 tons of CO2 for every PB you store yearly.

Read Cubbit green paper
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[image: ]Recycling unused on-prem resources
To join the Cubbit network, you can use energy-efficient Cubbit nodes or recycle your unused on-prem storage capacity. This is the power of geo-distributed object storage: a green model that takes advantage of the resources you already have to make data storage truly secure, scalable, and affordable.



[image: ]Operational efficiency
Sustainability in 2023 means optimizing resources to create greater resiliency, growth, and financial performance (Gartner). It’s not by chance that Gartner puts Sustainable Technologies (2023) and Distributed Cloud (2021) among the Strategic Technology Trends of the decade.



Resources

[image: thumbnail-demo-backup-veeam]How to backup your company data with Veeam & Cubbit
Watch demo
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[image: thumbnail-safe-from-ransomware-2023]Ransomware: is your company safe for 2023?
Watch webinar
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[image: ]How to make your backups immutable & anti-ransomware with Cubbit
Watch demo
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[image: ]Bonfiglioli chooses Cubbit: we’ve interviewed the CDO Enrico Andrini
Read now
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[image: Thumbnail - CEO di Cubbit Stefano Onofri a Open Italy]Pitch [ITA] - The CEO Stefano Onofri talks at Open Italy
Watch video
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[image: ]How does ransomware get in? 7 attack vectors companies should know
Read now
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[image: Cubbit green paper]Cubbit green paper
Read now
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Upgrade your stack with Cubbit DS3
Switch to Cubbit and get S3 compatible object storage with unmatched security, unlimited scalability, at 80% less than AWS.
Start for free
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Get the latest cybersecurity news, best practices, and product updates — straight to your inbox.

By submitting, I agree to Cubbit processing my personal information as described in the Privacy Policy.


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Cubbit owns no data center: therefore, you can save 25 tons of CO2 per PB stored each year.
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